1. CRITICAL DIMENSIONS ARE MARKED WITH **.

2. CRITICAL DIMENSIONS SHALL HAVE Cpk VALUE >= 1.33 WITH ONGOING SPC DATA REQUIRED.

3. MAX DRAFT: 2°.

NOTES:

- ANY FEATURE NOT DIMENSIONED IN PRINT MUST BE VISIBLY PRESENT, UTILIZE 3D CAD FOR CREATION.
- MUST COMPLY WITH AEARO TECHNOLOGIES LLC SUPPLIER QUALITY MANUAL REQUIREMENTS.
- QUALITY CONTROL: MUST COMPLY WITH AEARO TECHNOLOGIES LLC SUPPLIER QUALITY MANUAL REQUIREMENTS.

SEE MATERIAL AND TOLERANCE TABLE ON PAGE 2

CALC WT: 1.2 GRAM REF

G-521-X

AEARO TECHNOLOGIES LLC * a 3M company

NON-RIBBED, SYMMETRICAL GROMMET

ALLOWABLE FLASH: 0.12MM (0.056)
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DESCRIPTION
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FOR REV 00-02 REFER TO OLDER FORMAT DRAWING "G-521-X"

02

UPDATING FORMAT, MATERIALS, AND TOLERANCE TABLE

CP

03

5-1-17

FOR REV 00-02 REFER TO OLDER FORMAT DRAWING "G-521-X"